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FROM THE BOARD CHAIRS

We are delighted to welcome you to the first joint annual report of The Hospital for Sick Children (SickKids) and SickKids Foundation. We firmly believe that SickKids stands apart from its peers because of our ability to successfully integrate care, research, learning and philanthropy to advance paediatric health care, and it is the multitude of connections between these pillars that we are proud to highlight here.

It is the beginning of a new era at SickKids, as we respond to a rapidly changing paediatric health-care environment. Leading-edge hospitals around the world are becoming increasingly dynamic, complex organizations – with collaborative teams using ever more advanced technology and information systems to provide coordinated care across a broad continuum of services. At the same time, our health-care system as a whole needs to evolve from being a collection of independent health-care providers to an integrated care network.

What these shifts mean is that collaboration across the Hospital – and with the Foundation and the broader health-care community – is no longer a choice, but a necessity. It also means that SickKids, with our long history of successful partnerships, is uniquely positioned to help lead these changes and continue to evolve as a world leader in paediatric care, research and learning.

As we have seen so many times before, the dynamic relationship between research discoveries and clinical practice at SickKids is continuing to blaze new trails. This year we profiled remarkable examples of this relationship, including our pioneering work in incisionless surgery and in treating corneal anaesthesia. The SickKids Centre for Global Child Health and SickKids International demonstrated the transformative potential of education by working with partners around the world to build local capacity. And perhaps this year’s most stunning example of the power of collaboration was the historic $130-million gift made by the Rogers Family to establish the Ted Rogers Centre for Heart Research – a landmark partnership between SickKids, University Health Network (UHN) and the University of Toronto (U of T) that will have a major impact on heart health across the lifespan.

We are thrilled to share these successes with you, the people who helped make them possible, as we look to the future with a sense of optimism about what we can accomplish when we come together around the common goal of realizing a healthier future for our children.

Rose Patten
Chair, SickKids
Board of Trustees

Katie Taylor
Chair, SickKids Foundation
Board of Directors

Left: Rose Patten; Right: Katie Taylor
The theme of the 2014-15 annual report is Together We Will, which speaks to the importance of the Hospital and the Foundation working together to ensure the best possible outcomes for children.

The 2015-20 SickKids Strategic Directions, Building Connections, Accelerating Impact, include significant emphasis on working together within SickKids to champion continuous improvement; ensure that groundbreaking research is translated into improved care; and focus on partnering with other organizations in the health-care system to build capacity and value. This annual report highlights some excellent examples of these organizational priorities. It also showcases collaboration with our funding partners – including all levels of government, as well as SickKids Foundation – to engage our donors.

Community support is critical for SickKids, where philanthropy funds strategic capital projects, enables us to enhance the patient and family experience, facilitates the recruitment of world-class experts, and fuels our research enterprise. Given the complexity of today’s patients, it’s challenging to keep our technology and treatments current. Our Possibilities Fund, which supports the highest-priority needs of the Hospital, makes us agile in that regard. We can respond strategically and quickly, if new technology is needed, and support the development of innovative treatment methods.

Collaboration is essential for patients with more complex care needs. Inside the Hospital, we’re transitioning to a new model: dynamic, interprofessional teams using advanced technology and information systems to provide co-ordinated care.

The paediatric health-care system faces intense funding pressure. While governments provide significant funding, the pace of funding growth hasn’t kept up with the increasing number of children we are caring for or their increasing needs. For SickKids, this funding reality is occurring at time when our systems, technology and parts of our campus are reaching the end of their usable lives. Philanthropy ensures we keep pace with the new knowledge, technologies and infrastructure needed to provide a new model of care.

SickKids is the best place to be if you’re a sick kid – with the best people, a rich learning environment, a collaborative culture and some of the best clinicians and researchers in child health in the world. We have an exceptionally generous community, without whom we would not be a world-class institution, continually pushing new boundaries to provide the best possible care and outcomes for patients and their families.

We’re excited about opportunities to continue to develop state-of-the-art infrastructure and continue to raise the bar in terms of the care we deliver, the innovative learning culture we foster and the discoveries that will drive improved outcomes in the future.

We know we can do this in no small part because of the partnerships we will continue to build locally and globally.

Dr. Michael Apkon
President and CEO
SickKids

Ted Garrard
President and CEO
SickKids Foundation
2014-15 HOSPITAL FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

Financial highlights for the year ended March 31, 2015

SickKids is committed to operational efficiency, transparency and accountability. We support evidence-based decisions to enhance our financial health, conduct business under the principle of fiscal prudence and act with integrity and good judgment when allocating resources.

The Hospital continues to maintain its financial health. Excess revenues over expenses contribute positively to the Hospital’s net assets, which are then reserved for specific purposes or reinvested into operations and capital investments aligned with the Hospital’s strategic priorities.

To view the audited financial statements, please visit www.sickkids.ca.
2014-15 RESEARCH INSTITUTE TOTAL REVENUE AND EXPENSES

**SOURCES OF RESEARCH INSTITUTE FUNDING**
($199.5 MILLION)

- **Research Grants and Awards** $125.8M (63%)
- **SickKids Foundation** $61.0M (30%)
- **Indirect Cost Recoveries** $9.6M (5%)
- **Technology and Licensing Income** $3.0M (2%)

**TOTAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE EXPENDITURE**
($214.5 MILLION)

- **External Grant Funded Costs** 27%
- **Internal Costs** 73%

**TOTAL RESEARCH INTERNAL EXPENDITURE**

- **Scientist Salaries** 19%
- **PGCRL Operations** 15%
- **Bondholder Expenses** 18%
- **Research Operations** 18%
- **Scientific Support** 11%
- **Start-ups and Bridge Funding** 8%
- **Rent, Building and Core Facilities** 4%
- **Depreciation** 7%

**SOURCES OF RESEARCH INSTITUTE FUNDING OVER $1.0M**

- **Research Grants and Awards**
  - Canadian Institutes of Health Research $33.3M
  - Canada Foundation for Innovation $21.4M
  - Genome Canada $12.4M
  - Ministry of Research and Innovation $9.7M
  - Canada Research Chairs Program $8.9M
  - National Institutes of Health $7.1M
  - Ontario Brain Institute $2.0M
  - Ontario Institute for Cancer Research $1.9M
  - Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada $1.5M
  - JDRF Canadian Clinical Trial Network $1.3M
  - Canadian Cancer Society $1.2M
  - Terry Fox Research Institute $1.0M

**2014-15 INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE**

**HOSPITAL INVESTMENTS** ($378.2 MILLION)

- **Restricted Investments**
  - Pension Assets 54%
  - Debenture Retirement 32%
  - Donor Endowment 5%
  - Unrestricted Investments 9%

**INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE ($ MILLIONS)**

- 10/11: 0
- 11/12: 5
- 12/13: 10
- 13/14: 15
- 14/15: 20

*Investment income and realized gains only*
Financial highlights for the year ended March 31, 2015

SickKids Foundation is committed to the highest standards of accountability and transparency. We were among the first nationally accredited charities under Imagine Canada’s Standards Program and have been recognized by the Canadian Professional Accountants for the quality of our financial reporting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of Revenue</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gross fundraising program revenue and net lottery revenue</td>
<td>$136 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total grants and charitable activity</td>
<td>$108.4 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising and administrative expenses</td>
<td>$36.6 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INVESTMENTS IN CHILD HEALTH**

- Research: 29%
- Care: 59%
- Education: 6%
- International: 3%
- National and Other: 3%

**SOURCES OF REVENUE (IN MILLIONS)**

- Events: $16.7
- Corporate Partnerships: $24.7
- Direct Marketing: $28.2
- Individual Giving: $61.7
- Net Lottery: $3.3
- Net Parking: $1.4

**FUNDRAISING REVENUE (IN MILLIONS)**

- Years: 2006 to 2015

**TOTAL ASSETS (IN MILLIONS)**

- Years: 2006 to 2015

To view the audited financial statements, please visit www.sickkidsfoundation.com.
Report on investments for the year ended March 31, 2015

Endowment funds at SickKids Foundation provide an important base of funding for child health initiatives at SickKids.

| Total value of endowment fund | $959.3 million |
| Rate of return for the year    | 15.0 per cent |

### INVESTMENT RETURNS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annualized Rate of Return</th>
<th>1 Year</th>
<th>3 Years</th>
<th>5 Years</th>
<th>10 Years</th>
<th>Since Inception*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.0%</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
<td>11.0%</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
<td>11.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentile Ranking</td>
<td>Top 11%</td>
<td>Top 61%</td>
<td>Top 18%</td>
<td>Top 1%</td>
<td>Top 1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Inception date: March 31, 1995

### Investment management and philosophy

The SickKids Foundation Board of Directors manages endowed funds with assistance from the Board’s Investment Committee using a long-term, value-oriented investment philosophy. The Investment Committee monitors the performance of the Investment Managers. The goal is to attain an average annual real total return (net of investment managers fees, after Consumer Price Index) of at least five per cent over a five-year period and also to be in the top 25 per cent of the RBC Investor Services survey.

### ENDOWMENT GROWTH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>148</td>
<td>1,111</td>
<td>(1,164)</td>
<td>(53)</td>
<td>986</td>
<td>986</td>
<td>1,081</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
COLLABORATION THAT HEALS HEARTS

The Ted Rogers Centre for Heart Research is the first of its kind: a collaboration that combines the expertise of SickKids, UHN, and U of T to address heart failure across the entire lifespan.

Heart disease touches the lives of many Canadians – with as many as one million people living with heart failure, and 50,000 new cases diagnosed each year. The disease does not discriminate, and impacts babies, children and adults.
One out of every 100 Canadian babies is born with a congenital heart defect – the most common birth defect. Only a few decades ago, a child born with a congenital heart defect faced certain death. Now, the vast majority will survive. In 2014, SickKids treated 10,672 children with heart disease. During this time, 40 per cent of children requiring heart surgery at SickKids were under a year old.

With the single largest monetary gift in Canadian history, those statistics will be reduced, and the management of heart disease will be improved, saving the lives of many Canadians. The Rogers family generously contributed $130 million to establish the Ted Rogers Centre for Heart Research. This donation, announced in November 2014, will be matched with $139 million in additional funds from SickKids, University Health Network (UHN) and the University of Toronto (U of T) for a total investment of $269 million. Through this collaboration and combined expertise, the Ted Rogers Centre for Heart Research will deliver programs in personalized genomic medicine, stem cell research and bioengineering, and cardiovascular treatment and management.

The magnitude of this gift, and the transformational effect it will have on heart research, truly reflects the pioneering and innovative spirit of Ted Rogers and his family. Inspired by their legacy and fuelled by their generosity, our powerful, collaborative partnership will have a global impact, accelerating discovery and driving improvements in cardiac care at an unprecedented pace.

This Centre will be the first in the world to bring together research, education, and innovation – in congenital heart disease, regenerative medicine and paediatric and adult heart disease – under one umbrella. Its single focus is to address heart disease across the entire lifespan – from childhood to adulthood – with a primary goal of reducing hospitalization for heart failure by 50 per cent in the next decade.

Through the Ted Rogers Centre for Heart Research, SickKids will harness the power of genomic science to decode the genetic foundations of cardiac disease. This will allow heart failure to be better predicted before it occurs, and will support individualized therapies for children and adults, based on the unique genome of each patient.

The Ted Rogers Chair in Translational Genomics will translate knowledge of genetic defects into new interventions for heart failure and congenital heart disease. The Ted Rogers Chair in Cardiac Genetics will identify the linkages between genes and heart disease, resulting in the identification of people at risk for heart disease before the disease ever develops.

“This is a great time to be both a doctor and a researcher,” says Dr. Seema Mital, Staff Cardiologist and Scientist at SickKids. “Through research that will be done at this Centre, one day in the future I hope to be able to tell parents that they don’t have to worry about losing their child to heart disease.”

The complementary strengths of SickKids, UHN and U of T will, in partnership, improve heart health across the entire lifespan, enabling newborns and grandparents alike to enjoy the best possible quality of life.
SURGERY WITHOUT STITCHES

North America’s first paediatric incisionless surgery to remove a bone tumour brings Jack back to the sports he loves.

Dr. James Drake’s team’s pioneering high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) surgery removed Jack Campanile’s tumour. And his pain.
Jack Campanile’s life was jam-packed with wakeboarding, hockey and snowboarding, until an excruciatingly painful benign bone tumour in his leg began to interfere with his active life. For a whole year, the teen’s life revolved around managing the pain. Jack was intrigued when SickKids doctors told him he could be the first paediatric patient in North America to undergo an innovative procedure to destroy the tumour without breaking the skin. On July 17, 2014, the SickKids team, in collaboration with Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre, used an MRI to intricately guide high-intensity ultrasound waves to destroy Jack’s tumour. Hours later, he was pain-free, and he hasn’t looked back.

“My life does not revolve around painkillers anymore,” says Jack, now 17. “Since the surgery, I can do more things that I couldn’t do before without a jolt of pain.”

Since the mid-1990s, minimally invasive treatments have been widely used to burn osteoid osteoma tumours like Jack’s, but they still carry risks.

In Jack’s high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) procedure, the MRI was used to determine the exact location of the tumour and to help target the ultrasound waves to that area. The concentrated ultrasound beam then heated the tissue to destroy the tumour cells. The MRI also enabled doctors to monitor the temperature induced by the ultrasound to ensure that there was no unexpected increase in heat, which could damage surrounding tissues.

The treatment is completely non-invasive, so the skin and surrounding bone remain intact, greatly reducing the risk of complications like infections. The use of MRI to guide the sound waves means the patient avoids exposure to radiation. The risk of bone fracture is also likely lower than in other treatments, and recovery is quick. An added benefit is rapid pain relief.

The treatment is completely non-invasive, so the skin and surrounding bone remain intact, greatly reducing the risk of complications like infections.

“With high-intensity focused ultrasound, we are moving from minimally invasive to completely non-invasive therapy, significantly reducing risk to the patient, and fast-tracking recovery,” says SickKids interventional radiologist Dr. Michael Temple, who led the team that performed the surgery.

“This achievement is both a technical and organizational feat that required several years of collaborative work and fine tuning. We see huge potential in using this technology to develop new, non-invasive therapies in a number of other medical and surgical areas,” says Dr. James Drake, Director of SickKids’ Centre for Image-Guided Innovation and Therapeutic Intervention (CIGITI), Head of the Division of Neurosurgery and Senior Associate Scientist at SickKids.

Since Jack’s life-changing incisionless surgery, CIGITI has continued to perform the procedure as part of a clinical pilot study.

This achievement was made possible thanks in part to a Discovery Grant from the David Pitblado Cancer Research Fund through SickKids Foundation.
ABBY’S CORNEA: A COLLABORATIVE VISION

Our Ophthalmology and Vision Sciences and Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery teams collaborated to restore the feeling in Abby Messner’s cornea.

On August 30, 2014, Abby Messner went away to university. Without an innovative surgery at SickKids, Abby’s mom jokes that she would have moved into her daughter’s dorm room.

Following surgery to remove a brain tumour when she was 11, Abby lost feeling in her left eye, a rare condition called corneal anaesthesia.
SickKids experts pioneered a novel surgery that restores lost feeling in the eye by transplanting a nerve graft from the patient’s own leg into their eye. This innovative technique, called corneal neurotization, is a new approach to a medical problem that until now had no good solution. Abby was the first patient to undergo this surgery.

Because of her corneal anaesthesia, Abby could not feel pain when her eye was injured or infected. Without the ability to feel pain, the eye cannot shield itself from elements most people encounter without issue on a daily basis – like dust, microscopic debris and even the wind – so the eye develops scratches, scars and infections that can eventually cause blindness.

“Over the years, I have had to watch patients’ eye health progressively decline, offering short-term therapies that could only treat some symptoms without addressing the underlying cause. This new technique is the first real opportunity to permanently prevent progression of the disease, and may even reverse its effects,” says Dr. Asim Ali, Staff Surgeon in Ophthalmology and Vision Sciences at SickKids.

This procedure would not have been possible without the close collaboration between SickKids’ teams in Ophthalmology and Vision Sciences led by Ali, and Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, led by Drs. Gregory Borschel and Ronald Zuker.

Now, the SickKids team is studying nerve regeneration and the impact of nerve operations on the brain. They are also training surgeons worldwide so that others can offer this treatment to patients like Abby.

The successful procedure opened the door for Abby to have a cornea transplant. The transplant, which took place this spring, should make life, and studying, much easier.

Groundbreaking research and advances in treatment like corneal neurotization are made possible thanks to the generous supporters of SickKids Foundation’s Possibilities Fund. The flexibility of the Possibilities Fund means SickKids Foundation can respond strategically and quickly to the priorities of the Hospital and Research Institute.
CHILDREN’S MENTAL HEALTH: PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

“The conviction that guides our work in the mental well-being of kids, youth, and their families is: healthy minds form in childhood.” says Dr. Tony Pignatiello, Associate Psychiatrist-in-Chief at SickKids.

Public awareness about children’s mental health has never been as strong as it is today. “I don’t recall a time when there’s been so much attention focused on better supporting children and families facing mental health challenges,” he says.

Just a few years ago, the landscape was very different. Awareness of children’s mental health issues was not
widespread. There was limited integration between the clinics within the Department of Psychiatry at SickKids, between the Department and other mental health care providers across the Hospital, and between services at SickKids and those in the community. Wait times for psychiatry patients at SickKids were as long as nine months. And these challenges were representative of more systemic issues in the delivery of care across the country.

Things began to change in 2011 when the Government of Ontario committed to improving mental health services for children as part of Ontario’s Comprehensive Mental Health and Addictions Strategy. SickKids seized the opportunity to identify a number of ways to shift its approach to the delivery of mental health services. Since that time, the Department of Psychiatry, in partnership with mental health care providers across the Hospital and in the community, has implemented a number of changes that are delivering results.

One of the most exciting shifts is the introduction of the Mental Health Access Program in 2011, which provides a centralized point of access for all psychiatry services across SickKids, with plans to incorporate all mental health services in the future. Now anyone wishing to consult a mental health care provider in, or refer a patient to, the Department of Psychiatry can call one number and an intake coordinator will connect them with the appropriate service. The Department of Psychiatry has also added case navigators and collaborative care teams to help families navigate the mental health care system, whether they are moving between different services at SickKids or transitioning back into the community. With these and other changes, the Department of Psychiatry is committed to reducing wait times.

Building on the momentum of these improvements, the Department made a transformational donation to SickKids Foundation. Over 20 years, the SickKids Psychiatric Association, made up of SickKids psychiatrists, had accumulated over $5 million in an endowment originally set up to support early stage research. Wanting to maximize the impact of the funds, the Association donated the majority of the capital to establish two new endowments: one to support a chair in child and youth mental health and another to fund a new mental health clinician-scientist award. In doing so they set a new benchmark for philanthropic investment by a SickKids department.

As Pignatiello explains, “with so much attention focused on children’s mental health we have an opportunity to capitalize on what we have – not just our expertise, but also our own financial resources – and use these tools to make a big difference in children’s mental health.”
To hear Dr. Trey Coffey tell it, 2014-15 was a breakthrough year for patient safety at SickKids. “We’re constantly working to improve outcomes and reduce patient safety issues,” says Coffey, Paediatrician and Medical Officer for Patient Safety at SickKids. “We’ve made great strides this year, implementing programs that standardize and enhance communication between caregivers at all levels of patient care. Consistent, effective communication is crucial to improving patient safety.”

The standout handoff program, I-PASS, does exactly that. It is a formalized system that shapes how residents communicate the details of a case to the resident who replaces them at the end of a shift. Residents use a standardized written tool to address each element of I-PASS together: Illness severity, Patient summary, Action list, Situational awareness and contingency planning, and Synthesis by the receiver.

According to a recent New England Journal of Medicine study (Starmer et al), I-PASS was associated with a 23 per cent reduction in the incidence of medical errors and a 30 per cent drop in injuries due to medical errors. At SickKids, I-PASS was piloted in the Division of Paediatric Medicine and has gradually spread to other units that adopt and tailor the program to each unit’s specific patient population.

SickKids nurses have implemented a similar system where incoming and outgoing nurses perform an I-PASS handoff and safety check at the bedside, allowing the patient and family to listen in and speak up if they notice any discrepancies. This initiative was made possible thanks to a grant from The Alumnae Association of the School of Nursing Endowment Fund held at SickKids Foundation.

As developers of I-PASS, SickKids, Boston Children’s Hospital and other centres, are collaborating with the Society of Hospital Medicine to mentor 32 North American hospitals implementing I-PASS.

Back at SickKids, two new initiatives have been launched to improve situational awareness of patient safety. Nurses have started using the documentation-based Bedside Paediatric Early Warning System (Bedside PEWS), which helps them recognize risk and prevent deterioration in patients by taking necessary action. At the organizational level, a Daily Safety Briefing conference call enables staff from 18 departments and programs to discuss all current and anticipated safety issues for the next 24-hour period.

Moving forward, patient safety will take on an even bigger role in the day-to-day activities at SickKids through the Caring Safely campaign.
COLLABORATION BUILDS A BETTER WORLD

SickKids initiatives around the globe build capacity to treat and manage complex health problems.

For too many kids around the world, lifesaving treatments and care for chronic illnesses are not easily accessible. SickKids is working to change that through collaborative programs to improve the health of children worldwide through the advancement of health professional education, the enhancement of clinical practice, and the implementation of research in Africa, the Caribbean and the Middle East.

In 2010, SickKids was awarded a contract with Hamad Medical Corporation (HMC), the principal public health-care provider for the state of Qatar. Five-and-a-half years later, as that project nears its completion, we are proud of what we have achieved together, transforming children’s health care in Qatar by developing child health research capacity, providing interdisciplinary education to physicians, nurses, and other clinical staff, and enhancing paediatric clinical programs.

The achievements have been exceptional. The partnership has created a multidisciplinary clinic, providing a “one-stop shop” for patients with complex health problems. We have trained over 1,000 clinical staff at HMC in appropriate pain management for children in hospital. The way in which childhood rehabilitation services are delivered has been transformed, with more integrated, family-centred, child-focused and play-based early intervention services. All children diagnosed with cancer in Qatar are now treated in accordance with internationally recognized protocols, which have reduced the variability of treatment by different clinicians, and ensured patients receive care within the window of time set for treatment by Qatar’s Supreme Council of Health.

Countries across the Caribbean do not have a system in place to support optimal management of paediatric cancer.

The SickKids-Caribbean Initiative addresses gaps in care, research and education to advance the local diagnosis and management of paediatric cancer and blood disorders, working in partnership with six Caribbean countries – Barbados, Jamaica, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Trinidad and Tobago, and The Bahamas. Through the generosity of our donors and partners, this initiative has raised $8 million; opened five telemedicine rooms across the Caribbean, connecting doctors there with doctors at SickKids and around the world; trained Jamaica’s first two paediatric oncologists; set up a nursing training program; and established a local hospital-based oncology database.

For many children in Ghana, preventable diseases will take their life before the age of five. SickKids has already made tremendous progress since the pilot launch of the SickKids-Ghana Paediatric Nurse Training Programme in 2011. There are now 223 paediatric nurses in 10 regions of Ghana. SickKids is now working with local partners in Ghana to train 1,500 specialized paediatric nurses to build health-system capacity and improve patient outcomes. SickKids was recently granted $9,465,000 for our global work from Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development Canada over the next five years and SickKids Foundation is committed to raising $3,450,000.

This project is a best-case example of using education and knowledge exchange to build sustainable capacity and health systems improvement. This will ensure the work we do here at SickKids will impact children everywhere.
The genetic revolution is beginning to deliver on its promise of more personalized care thanks to generous investment in innovative research.

Genes code for virtually every aspect of an individual – and for the 374 children diagnosed with cancer at SickKids last year, genes are also believed to govern how their tumours initiate and spread. Increasingly, SickKids researchers, like Dr. Meredith Irwin, are discovering that these tumours can be just as unique as the children they affect.

Understanding the genetic characteristics of individual cancers is providing greater insight into how we might treat the disease. This has been the focus of Irwin’s lab’s revolutionary research into neuroblastoma, the leading cause of cancer-related mortality in children.

“When we treat cancer, we’re not just treating one disease,” remarks Irwin. “Each patient is different, as is their cancer. And so must be our approach to treating them.”

Irwin is alluding to the growing movement known as individualized medicine – harnessing a patient’s genetic information to specifically tailor their treatment.

Since the completion of the Human Genome Project in 2003, more than 1,800 disease-specific genes have been identified. While there is still much more work to be done to make sense of this vast amount of information and how it may be applied in individualized medicine, significant inroads have been made on the frontiers of cancer research, thanks in part to investment from forward-looking donors.

Irwin’s research, for example, has been generously supported by The James Fund for Neuroblastoma Research, established in 2001 by the Birrell Family, who lost their son to the disease. With the hope that research could one day deliver lifesaving new treatments, The James Fund has raised more than $12 million to enable breakthroughs like those happening today in Irwin’s lab.

Using cutting-edge genetic tools, Irwin and her team have been able to selectively edit out specific tumour genes in neuroblastoma mouse models to determine which mutations are driving the cancer. By identifying these genes, Irwin will be better able to test which drugs will yield the most benefit for different neuroblastoma patients. Such progress heralds genetic research’s arrival at the bedside and reminds us of the power of investing in innovation.
SICKKIDS THOUGHT LEADERS

SickKids is a leader in child health care, research and education because we are able to attract and retain the best and brightest clinicians, scientists and educators, as well as forward-looking donors. This year, we asked some of our thought leaders to tell us what inspires them and describe how they see the future of SickKids.

DR. CHRISTOPHER CALDARONE
Surgeon-in-Chief and Senior Associate Scientist, Physiology and Experimental Medicine

What's exciting about working at SickKids is it's hard to keep up with everyone – exceptional achievement is happening all around you. As we move forward as an organization, I think we will broaden our conception of what excellence means, and measure not just how we perform technically – for example how well we are able to fix a heart defect – but how we perform collaboratively across the Hospital and with the community, as well as emotionally in providing comfort to patients and families.

CONNIE CAMERON
Registered Nurse, Orthopaedics and Otolaryngology and Outgoing Co-Chair, RN Council

Since I was eight years old, I wanted to be a SickKids nurse. As a former patient, I am inspired by the continued drive to ensure that our patients and their families are at the heart of everything we do. I thrive off my colleagues' enthusiastic zest and commitment to nursing practice. Looking forward to the future of SickKids, it is clear, through our new strategic plan, that we have a renewed commitment to enable our people to deliver the best and safest care possible.

WES HALL
Director, SickKids Foundation Board of Directors

I see SickKids as an organization that looks beyond our local jurisdiction and seeks opportunities to collaborate and build capacity worldwide. We can help other hospitals by sharing our expertise and acting as a resource for them to call on. And we can help children and families worldwide by ensuring that SickKids remains a place they can turn to for help, regardless of where they live or their economic status.

DR. LENNOX HUANG
Chief Medical Officer and Vice President, Medical and Academic Affairs

When I was making my decision to come here, I was impressed with how united everyone at SickKids is around the vision of Healthier Children. A Better World. It rallies everyone to work together to achieve great things. SickKids has demonstrated leadership in almost every realm and, as a leader, has a critical role to play in driving solutions across the entire health-care system. I'm inspired to be a part of this important work.

DR. MONICA JUSTICE
Head and Senior Scientist, Genetics and Genome Biology

SickKids is one of the best places to conduct paediatric health research. The Peter Gilgan Centre for Research and Learning is one of the few research facilities in the world that is designed to foster collaboration, which is necessary to move science forward. By drawing together researchers with diverse expertise and enabling them to collaborate, SickKids will play a major role in the future of child health research.
LARRY AND MARLA WASSER
Established the Wasser Family Chair in Anaesthesia and Pain Management
The inspiration to be involved with SickKids is simple – our love for children. As parents of three healthy children, we, like most parents, want to see all children live a healthy life. Unfortunately, the reality is that not all children are born healthy or are fortunate enough to be illness-free. Our engagement at the Hospital was a way for us to try in some way, to make a difference in these children’s lives.

DR. SHAUN MORRIS
Clinician-Scientist, Infectious Diseases and Child Health Evaluative Sciences
I’m inspired by having the opportunity to spend my professional life working with amazing colleagues to improve the lives of children here at SickKids and on the other side of the world. I have the rare opportunity to work both as a doctor for individual children with access to cutting-edge technological tools here at SickKids, and to entire villages in some of the most remote and disadvantaged parts of the world. Every day I am excited to head into work knowing that we are making a meaningful difference in the lives of families.

DR. EMILY TAM
Staff Neurologist and Associate Scientist, Neurosciences and Mental Health
SickKids is a great place to work. We attract the brightest and most promising clinicians, scientists, and trainees. In turn, we also have a great track record for clinical care and research output. As part of the SickKids family, I am confident about our continued leadership in patient care and research. I am excited to be part of the SickKids family and look forward to seeing what the future has in store for us.

DR. JANET ROSSANT
Chief of Research Emeritus and Senior Scientist, Developmental and Stem Cell Biology
I continue to be inspired by our vision: Healthier Children. A Better World™. As a researcher, it encourages me to aspire to having an impact, not just on the lives of children here at SickKids, but all over the world, and not just children, but the adults these children will become. Our vision invites us to think broadly, to push back boundaries, and work together to improve the health of children.

DR. JULIE LEFEVBRE
Scientist, Neurosciences and Mental Health
New technologies are accelerating the pace of understanding in basic biology and the potential for new medical discoveries. Fuelling this progress requires links between basic and clinical research – and SickKids has the structure and will to facilitate this bridge. Like many of my young investigator colleagues, I came to SickKids because I saw it as the most likely place where what we find in the lab could find its way into the clinic.

LISA LISSON
Director, SickKids Foundation Board of Directors
Challenges are a part of life. I have long held that it is not our challenges that define us, but rather how we meet these challenges. This is why I am honoured to be a part of the SickKids community. From patients to staff, everyone is motivated to overcome challenges. The SickKids community is defined by their passion and their determination. For myself, and countless others, the SickKids community is inspiring.

LISA LISSON
Director, SickKids Foundation Board of Directors
Challenges are a part of life. I have long held that it is not our challenges that define us, but rather how we meet these challenges. This is why I am honoured to be a part of the SickKids community. From patients to staff, everyone is motivated to overcome challenges. The SickKids community is defined by their passion and their determination. For myself, and countless others, the SickKids community is inspiring.
Many of you know Irwin Rotenberg. As a respected community and business leader in Toronto for the past 35 years, Irwin has built extensive knowledge in investment strategy and money management for both institutional and individual investors. He is also the founder of Lissom Investment Management, where he serves as President.

At SickKids, we know Irwin not only as a major donor, but also as a Foundation Board member, a member of the Hospital Board of Trustees, a wonderful colleague, and a man who gives his heart and soul to our cause. In conjunction with a very experienced and strong Investment Committee, Irwin has put his financial and investment expertise to work, trebling the value of our endowment over the last decade to more than $1 billion. Amongst all North American foundations, SickKids Foundation is in the top one per cent by investment returns. These are the achievements of the Irwin Rotenberg we know.

Irwin has lived with this condition his entire life, and SickKids has always been there to support and guide him. Now the new Peter Gilgan Centre for Research and Learning provides hope for cures and treatments, perhaps in his lifetime, for others who share this incurable condition.

Irwin is the image of perseverance and determination. In earlier years, he chose not to disclose his disability. He did not want to be seen as a man with limitations, and he intended to use the tools and talents he had. Recently, Irwin has made a new choice. He has decided to share his story in the hopes of demonstrating to his extended SickKids family that disability doesn’t get in the way of achieving success and giving back.

We at SickKids are honoured to be asked to share Irwin’s story. His diagnosis and treatment at SickKids connected him to our cause at an early age. We are grateful for his courage in accepting his challenge, and never letting it stand in the way of making such an enormous difference in the lives of so many. Irwin, you’re the SickKids kid who never left us. Thank you from the bottom of our hearts.
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2015 marks the 140th anniversary of SickKids. In its first year, the Hospital admitted 44 patients and had six inpatient beds. Today, SickKids is one of the world’s largest and most respected child health-care centres, treating more than 100,000 patients a year while driving research advances and providing training to the next generation of health-care leaders.
THEN AND NOW

NEONATAL INTENSIVE CARE UNIT (NICU)

Then: Nurses care for SickKids’ smallest patients in the Babies Ward in 1915.

Now: Parents are encouraged to play an active role in caring for their babies in the NICU, where nurses provide one-to-one care 24 hours a day for critically ill infants.

EDUCATION FOR PATIENTS

Then: Patients who miss school due to hospitalization continue their studies at SickKids circa 1902. The first school program at SickKids was introduced in 1892.

Now: Today, teachers bring school to the bedside to help patients keep up with their studies.
COMBATTING MALNUTRITION

Then: Pablum, the first ready-to-use vitamin and mineral enriched baby cereal, was invented at SickKids in 1930. Proceeds from Pablum sales later supported the creation of the SickKids Research Institute.

Now: In 1997, Dr. Stanley Zlotkin created Sprinkles, a micronutrient powder developed to address iron-deficiency anaemia in babies and young children in developing countries.

RESEARCH

Then: Working at the research bench in the Bacteriology lab in 1915.

Now: In the state-of-the-art labs in the Peter Gilgan Centre for Research and Learning, which opened in 2013, our researchers collaborate to bring innovative discoveries from the bench to the bedside, resulting in important child health advances.
THEN AND NOW

CHILD LIFE

Then: SickKids has a long history of caring for the whole child. Programming that engages patients is as important as the medical care they receive. In 1921, basket weaving was one such activity.

Now: Child Life Specialists focus on the social and emotional impact of illness and hospitalization. The program strives to promote a positive hospital experience for children.

IMAGING

Then: X-rays were examined on light boxes.

Now: SickKids employs a wide range of technologies for use in diagnosis and treatment planning, including MRI.
INNOVATIVE TREATMENTS

Then: A child undergoes speech therapy. Treatment of speech and hearing disorders has a long history at SickKids.

Now: Cochlear implants help to improve hearing in children and adults with severe to profound hearing impairments. The SickKids Cochlear Implant Program is internationally recognized as a leading clinical and research centre.

LEARNING

Then: Nursing students attend a lecture at SickKids circa 1959.

Now: Nurse training has evolved to take on a more hands-on approach. Nursing students in the SickKids-Ghana Paediatric Nurse Training Programme use simulation exercises to practice their skills.
In 2014-15, nearly 232,000 donors contributed to SickKids Foundation.

SickKids Foundation has been raising funds for care, research and education since 1972.

Members of our community hold more than 1,000 events per year to benefit SickKids.

In 2014-15, SickKids raised more money than ever before to impact child health: $136 million.

Founded in 1875 as six cots in a rented 11-room house.

SickKids is now a world-renowned health-care institution.

140 Years as a place of healing and hope.

1,680 Volunteers contribute their time and energy to SickKids Foundation.
We would like to recognize the following individuals whose cumulative contributions have reached or exceeded $25,000, and those corporations, foundations, associations and community events that have generously contributed $50,000 or more, between April 1, 1993 and March 31, 2015. We are profoundly grateful for your support. We also wish to thank those donors who have chosen to remain anonymous.

**Thank You**

**Grand Benefactors**
$10,000,000 +
- Astral Media Radio, Newstalk 1010/Boom97.3/Virgin Radio 999
- Bell Canada and Bell Employees
- J. P. Bickell Foundation
- Garron Family
- Peter Gilgan Foundation
- Heart and Stroke Foundation
- Herbie Fund
- Johnson & Johnson Inc.
- Arthur and Sonia Labatt
- Mining4Life: Supporting Mining Communities Worldwide
- Rally for Kids with Cancer Scavenger Cup
- RE/MAX Ontario-Atlantic Canada Inc.
- The John Ross Robertson Foundation
- Rogers Foundation
- The Slaight Family Foundation
- TD Bank Group
- Wal-Mart Canada Corporation
- The Women’s Auxiliary of The Hospital for Sick Children

**Grand Partners**
$1,000,000 – $4,999,999

**A**
- Adam’s Dream Fund
- Al Qamra Holding Group
- An Enchanted Evening
- Jamie and Patsy Anderson
- Atrens-Counsel Insurance Brokers Inc.
- “Straight From Our Hearts”

**B**
- Karen and Bill Barnett
- Baxter Corporation
- Bayer Inc.
- Beer Canada
- In honour of Laurie Berman
- Syd and Pam Birrell
- Black Family Foundation
- BMO Financial Group
- Oliver and Shirin Bock
- Brandan’s Eye Research Fund
- Brazilian Carnival Ball 2009
- Ron Bresler and Erin Donohue
- Brookfield
- Bunzl Distribution Inc.
- Burger King Restaurants of Canada Inc.

**C**
- The Cadillac Fairview Corporation Limited
- Audrey and Donald Campbell Foundation
- Canaccord Genuity Corp.
- Canadian Tire Corporation Limited
- CanWest Global Communications Corp.
- CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS
- Cardiac Kids
- Caring Together – TD Employees Fund
- Children of Chornobyl Canadian Fund
- Hak Ming and Deborah Chiu
- CIBC and CIBC Children’s Foundation
- CIBC FirstCaribbean
- The CIT Group
- CN
- Coast to Coast Against Cancer Foundation and Jenna’s Angels
- Cochlear Americas
- CTV Inc.
- James H. Cummings Foundation

**D**
- Dairy Queen Canada
- Mariyam and Bashir Dawood
- In Honour of Alfredo De Gasperis
- The De Gasperis Family
- Nickolis G. De Luca Jr. Foundation
- “Nicky’s Dream”
- The Delaney Family Foundation
- Deloitte Canada and Deloitte Foundation
- Donner Canadian Foundation
- Duboc Family
- Duchesnay Inc.

**E**
- The Eaton Foundation
- The Erlick Family “Evans Dream”
- EY

---

*The Eaton Foundation*
*The Erlick Family “Evans Dream”*
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Association of Day Care Operators of Ontario – Children’s Walkathon
Girts and Diane Atrens
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Rigatoni for Research
Edward and Suzanne Rogers
Norine and Allan Rose
Janis Rotman
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Samsung and Samsung Employees
Colonel Harland Sanders Charitable Organization
The S. Schulich Foundation
Gerald Schwartz and Heather Reisman
Scotiabank
Scrubs in the City
The Sellers Foundation
SGI Canada
Irit and Michael Shay
Shoppers Drug Mart Limited
SickKids Connection - Big Hearts Helping Little Hearts
SmartCentres Golf Classic
Smiles of Innocence
Starlight Children’s Foundation Canada
Ellen Storfer and Richard Rainford and Family
Sun Life Financial

T
TACC / Arista Homes
The Temerty Family Foundation
John and Melinda Thompson
THREE TO BE
Benjamin Zhan Todd
Toronto Argonauts Football Club
Toys R Us Canada

W
Marla and Larry Wasser
John and Josie Watson
Joseph and Averil Wiley and Family
The Philip M.N. Witchel Endowment Fund
Greg and Linda Wolfond
The Wolfond Family
Donald Wright

I
IBM Employees Charitable Fund
Warren Irwin
Lynn and Arnold Irwin
Jennifer Ivey Bannock

J
Donald K. Jackson Family Foundation
Jessica’s Footprint

K
Dr. Amy Kaiser and Ken Rotman
KPMG and KPMG Charitable Foundation
The Krembil Foundation

L
The Michael and Steven Latner Families
Lee K. and Margaret Lau
Leslois Shaw Foundation
Lindt & Sprungli (Canada)

M
Manulife
Maranello Sports Inc. O/A Ferrari of Ontario
Rally for SickKids
Marriott Hotels of Canada
Masonic Foundation of Ontario
Mattamy Home Away From Home Fund
Liza Mauer and Andrew Sheiner
Melanie J. McCaig and Allan Magee
Mead Johnson Nutrition
The Catherine and Maxwell Meighen Foundation
Metro Ontario Inc.
Minto Foundation Inc.
Mary Mogford and Tom Campbell
Debbie and Don Morrison
The Muzzo Family

N
Novo Nordisk Canada Inc.

O
Earle and Janice O’Born
Gail and David O’Brien
Ontario Power Generation Employees & Pensioners Charity Fund
Oracle Corporation Canada Inc.

R
RBC Employees’ Charity Trust
RBC Foundation
RE/MAX Hallmark Realty Ltd.
RE/MAX Professionals Inc.
RE/MAX Realtron Realty Inc.
Republic Bank Limited
Reznick-Kimelman Families

F
Fairchild Radio
Fairchild Television Ltd.
The Fashion for Passion Foundation
Federal Express Canada Ltd.
Mark Feldman and Alix Hoy
The Firkin Group of Pubs
Al and Rolandie Flood
Foresters
John Francis and Susan Caskey
Fraser Kearney Capital Corporation
Friends of the Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto, Inc.
Norbert K. Frischkorn

G
Gala for Hope
David and Judy Galloway
Michael Albert Garron Foundation
GlaxoSmithKline Inc.
Mira Godard
Mitchell Goldhar
David Goodman Youth Community Trust
Ruth and Douglas Grant
Great-West Life, London Life and Canada Life

H
H.J. Heinz Company Foundation
Wesley J. and Christine Hall
Susan Harris, David Kassie, Caroline and Emily Kassie
Hats Off 2 Kidz
HEATWAVE Sports Inc.
Paul B. Helliwell Foundation
The Herman Family
Lawrence Ho
The Ho Family
Tim and Lana Hockey
Home Hardware Stores Limited
Air Canada Foundation
James Hosinec
The K.M. Hunter Charitable Foundation
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TACC / Arista Homes
The Temerty Family Foundation
John and Melinda Thompson
THREE TO BE
Benjamin Zhan Todd
Toronto Argonauts Football Club
Toys R Us Canada

W
Marla and Larry Wasser
John and Josie Watson
Joseph and Averil Wiley and Family
The Philip M.N. Witchel Endowment Fund
Greg and Linda Wolfond
The Wolfond Family
Donald Wright
It’s very exciting to play a part in the incredible advances in autism research that are being made at such a rapid pace, led by Dr. Stephen Scherer. For him, it’s about more than just science. He understands how autism affects families and is dedicated to trying to help them in ways that really matter. As someone whose family has been affected, I know the tremendous impact that this can have.

– Vanessa Morgan, The Catherine and Maxwell Meighen Foundation

SickKids Annual Report 2014-15
Josh, Annette, Abby, Joseph and Lauren Silber
Marita Simbul-Lezon and Ronald Lezon
Solving Kids Cancer
Starbucks Coffee Company
Sun Microsystems of Canada Inc.
Swiss Chalet Rotissiere & Grill
Tech Data Canada Inc.
TELUS & TELUS Employees
Tim Hortons
Transamerica Life Canada
Trimark Investment Management Inc.
Vale Inco Limited
Garnet and Irene Watchorn
Gerardina Wharton
William P. Wilder
Cecil and Dorothea Wiley Family
Williams-Sonoma, Inc.
Linda Young
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A

A Midsummer Night’s Run
A Run For Liane
Abbott Laboratories Ltd.
Rani Advani
David and Mary Allan
Amgen Canada Inc.
Anatolia Tile & Stone Inc.
Appliance Canada
Ashley’s Angels
Associazione Italiana Lafora
Astellas Pharma Canada, Inc.
AstraZeneca Canada Inc.

B

Thomas and Patricia Bain
John and Jocelyn Barford Family Foundation
Douglas and Susan Bassett
David M. and Kim Beatty
Mr. and Mrs. W. V. Bedolfe
Jalynn H. Bennett

Beqaj Family
Black & McDonald
Christopher and Heidi Blair
Molly and David Bloom
Browns Shoes
Paul and Kate Brundage

C

Anthony Camisso Family
Canadian Diabetes Association
Canadian Friends of Tel Aviv University (Toronto)
Kathleen P. Carrick
Cassels Brock & Blackwell LLP
Chelsea’s Hope
Gabrielle Chevalier
John Coady and Jane Nyman
Coca-Cola Bottling Ltd.
Sarah Cook Fund
The Co-operators Group Limited
C.R. Younger Foundation
Crawford Street Congregational Christian Church
Creative Fundraisers
Jolie Lin and Ian Crosbie
Dancers for Cancer
The John and Myrna Daniels Charitable Foundation

D

Davies Ward Phillips & Vineberg LLP
Dental Corporation
Aurelio Di Rocco and Family
DiMarco Family Foundation
James B. C. Doak
DRI Capital
Dufferin Concrete Group

E

EllisDon Construction
Employees of American Express
Enbridge Gas Distribution Inc.
Entertainment One

F

Richard Fenn and Anne Smillie-Fenn
Fight For Independence Ltd.
Financial Markets Association of Canada
Charity Golf Classic
The Flux Family
Forest Hill Barber Shop Golf Tournament
Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts

G

General Motors of Canada Limited
Generex Biotechnology Corp.
The Gertner Family Charitable Foundation
Gluckstein Personal Injury Lawyers
Ira Gluskin and Maxine Granovsky Gluskin
Gluskin Sheff + Associates Inc.
Linda and Robert J. Goldberger
The Goranson Family
Gowling Lafleur Henderson LLP
Great Gulf Homes Charitable Foundation Event
The Grocery Foundation
Guardian Capital Inc.
The Gucciardi Family
Giovanni & Concetta Guglietti Family Foundation

H

Hasbro Canada Corporation
Heavy Duty Distributor Council
Mary Ellen Herman
In honour of Francisco and Montserrat Hernandez
Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Ltd.
Hoffmann-LaRoche Limited
Holcim (Canada) Inc.
Mrs. Coors M. Howitt
Daniel Hung
Husdon’s Bay Company

I

Ihnatowycz Family Foundation
Imperial Oil Charitable Foundation
A tribute to Stephanie and Vita Nalli

J

Jack’s Lemonade
Joshua’s Voyageurs

K

Neil and Leanne Petroff
Ben and Hilda Katz Charitable Foundation
Scott and Nancy Keyworth
Kimberly-Clark Inc.
Maria Gyorossy-Csepregy-Kluge
The Henry White Kinnear Foundation

L

LASIK MD Toronto
Lastman Family
Lastman’s Bad Boy Superstore
Heather and Fraser Latta
Diep Van Le
Marco Giulio Leggieri “Our Champ” Marco’s Way Fund
Leon’s Furniture Limited
Xue He Li and Yan Hui Zhao
Life For Kids Gala
Lions Clubs of Multiple District “A” and the Lions Clubs International Foundation
Kenneth and Gayla Lipson
Local 200 of the United Glass and Ceramic Workers of North America and Local 29 of the Canadian Auto Workers
Longo Brothers Fruit Markets Inc.
Jon and Nancy Love
Lupus Ontario

M
M.S.M. - Division of Magna Powertrain
Mackenzie Financial Corporation
Moira and Garth MacRae
Alice & Murray Maitland Foundation
Maple Leaf Foods Inc.
Maple Leaf Wives
Marnie’s Rainbow Lounge
Roger Martin
Sabih Masri
Anne S. McCaig
McCarty Tétrault LLP
David and Karen McKay
John and Esther McNeil
Harald McPike
The T.R. Meighen Foundation
The Melman and Yakobson Families
Pat and Michelle Meneley
Merck Frosst Canada Inc.
Microsoft Canada Inc.
Minden Gross Grafstein & Greenstein LLP
Carol Mitchell and Richard Venn
Andrew Mizzoni Cancer Research Fund
The Jeffrey Modell Foundation
Molson Inc.
Caitlin Elizabeth Morris
The Philip & Berthe Morton Foundation

N
National Bank of Canada
The New Hope Foundation
The Niagara Wine Auction
Stavros Niarchos Foundation
Nortel Networks

O
Donald E. O’Born and Jane Harvey
OECTA AGM - Monte Carlo
One X One Foundation
Orinoco Foundation

P
Karl Erik Parnoja
Rose M. Patten
PetSmart Canada
Philips Electronics Ltd.
Philips Hager & North Investment Management Ltd.
The Piccoli Family Fund
Posluns Family Foundation
The Poy Family

R
Rayovac Canada
RE/MAX Aboutowne Realty Corp.
RE/MAX Chay Realty Inc.
RE/MAX First Realty Inc.
RE/MAX Orillia Realty Inc.
RE/MAX Rouge River Realty Ltd.
RE/MAX Ultimate Realty Inc.
Red Frog Events
Bruce and Sylvia Richmond
RioCan Real Estate Investment Trust
The Sam and Ida Ross Foundation
Janet Rossant
The Guiseppe and Corradina Ruscica Family

S
Salex Inc.
Salida Capital
Sandals Foundation
Stephen and Cookie Sandler and Family
Sanofi-Synthelabo Canada Inc.
William and Meredith Sauderson
Savvymom Presents: A Family Affair
Ronald and Joanne Schwarz
Marilyn and Wes Scott
Sebastian’s Superheroes
The Helene Sebba Charitable Trust
Shadigee Investment Corporation
Shania’s Sunflower of Hope
Shorcan Brokers Limited
Sikh Sangat
Tracy and Bruce Simpson
Sionna Investments Managers Inc

The SkyLink Group of Companies
Derrick and Gay Smith
Thomas and Deborah Spencer
Spencer Gifts Inc.
SpineVision
CFRB1010/MIX 99.9 Children’s Fund
Stikeman Elliott
Robin and Michael Storfer
Wesley Sun
Suncor Energy Products Inc., Suncor Energy Foundation

T
Tangerine
Kathleen Taylor and Neil Harris
Team SickKids World Transplant Games
The Tecolote Foundation
The Caribbean Children Foundation Inc.
The Counselling Foundation of Canada
The Therapeutic Clown Program at SickKids
Richard and Heather Thomson
Torkin Manes LLP
Toronto Air Traffic Controllers
The Toronto Santa Speedo Run
Toronto LLP
TransGlobe

V
Michael and Karen Vukets Family Foundation

W
The Lionel and Sandra Waldman Family
Webkinz Foundation
John H. Wedge
The Mike Weir Miracle Golf Drive for Kids
WestJet Airlines
The W. Garfield Weston Foundation
Dr. Agnes Wong and Mr. William R. Webb
The Geoffrey H. Wood Foundation
Don Wright

Y
YM Inc.
YOGEN FRUZ of Canada Inc.

Z
Adam Zimmerman
From her time as a student nurse, Irene has fond memories of SickKids, and as a former SickKids patient herself, we were thrilled to have the opportunity to give back. We feel very lucky to support such an incredible research hospital, one that is making groundbreaking discoveries to improve the lives of children every day.

–Garnet and Irene Watchorn
At PetSmart, we feel that pets can enrich the lives of people, and sponsoring the PAWS program at SickKids was a powerful way to show how pets can make people’s lives better – this partnership is a perfect fit.

– John DeFranco, President of PetSmart Canada

In honour of Andrew Cunningham
Cure for Cystinosis

D
Daisy Eye Cancer Research Fund
David Dal Bello and Michelle Farrugia
Mr. Samih Darwazah
The De Gasperis/Muzzo Families
De Luca Plumbing
Chiara Emily De Matteis Memorial Golf
De Sario Family Festival of Lights
The Alison De Silva Fund
A tribute to Sean I. Delaney
Dell Direct Giving Campaign
Jill Denham and Stephen Marshall
Jason and Audrey DeZwirek
Phillip and Peggy DeZwirek
Diamond & Schmitt Architects
The Dietrich Family Digifund
The DiGiuseppe Family Quadra Design Studios
Dineen Construction Corporation
Do You Believe in Magic
Tal Doron - Tal’s Fund
Bob Dorrance and Gail Drummond
Duke Energy Gas Transmission
The Dunin Family
DYN Exporters Canada Inc.
Dynamic Fund Foundation

E
R. Alan Eagleson Golf Tournament
Earl O’Neil Electric Supply Limited
The Edilcan Group of Companies
Elderwood Foundation
Roger and Nadia Eigner
Employees Community Fund of Boeing Toronto
Paul and Clare Estlick
Bruce W. Etherington Agencies Inc.
Gay and John Evans
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Fabricland Distributors Inc.
Fairweather Ltd.
Tom Falus
Families of Children With Cancer
Family and Friends in honour of Sean Michael Doherty
The Fellin Invitational Golf Tournament
Festa Das Amigas, por Maria Andrade “We will fight cancer together”
The Charles and Rita Field-Marsham Foundation
Fine & European Jewellery
First Canadian Place Holiday Wrap Program
The Willie & Mildred Fleischer Charitable Foundation
Robert and Brunhilde Foa
Ford Motor Company of Canada
France Lafora
The Mitchell Fraser Memorial Slo-Pitch Tournament
Friends for Life Foundation
Friends for Life/Dr. Salter’s Friends
Friendship Charity Classic
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G.A. Paper International Inc.
G4S Security Services (Canada) Ltd.
Gabrielle’s Ride
Gajan’s Golf Classic
Genzyme Canada Inc.
George Weston Limited
George’s Kids
Normand Gervais and Christine Bonelli-Gervais
James W. Gill
The Gillie Beans FUNd
Glengarry Foundation
Paul, Gina, Rob, Noah and Jay Godfrey
Libby and Michael Gold
Goldman Sachs Canada
Maxwell and Heather Gotlieb
Grace Compagnon Stanely Fund
Grady’s Gift Fund In Honour Of Grady Andrew King
Brian and Carol Grant
Grazie Ristorante
Greater Toronto Sewer and Watermain Contractors Association
Mr. and Mrs. Antonio and Marianna Greco
Greek Diaspora of Ontario - Imagine Every Child Healthy! We Greeks Do! Gala
David Green, Daphne Wagner, Lita and Michael
Stephen, Lisa, Spencer, Tyler and Joshua Green
Marion Greenberg and Richard Samuel Griffiths McBurney & Partners
The Gross Family
Guggenheim Investment Management LLC
William Guilfoyle Endowment Where There’s a Will There’s a Way
The Guizzetti Family and The Golini Family
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Mary Jo Haddad and Jim Forster
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Joan & Clifford Hatch Foundation
Dr. M. Daria Haust
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Honda Canada Inc.
The Hope Charitable Foundation
Hope for John
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Matthew Hower Foundation Inc.
HSBC Bank Canada
The Annual HSC Golf Classic
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Paul and Judy Hurrell
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Imagine Every Child Healthy
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Ismaili Run for Charity
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Suzanne Ivey Cook
Edward Jablonky and Anita Gagnon
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The Norman & Margaret Jewison Charitable Foundation
Dong Jiang and Rebecca Zhao’s Family Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation
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Kellogg Canada Inc.
Ruth Kerbel
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Kids’ Health Links Foundation
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Kinross Gold Corporation
Sugrim Kissoon and The Kissoon Annual Golf Tournament
Kiwanis Club of Scarborough
David Knight
Kodak Canada Employee Charity Trust Fund
Ron and Lucinda Kogan
Helene Korn and Family
The George Koutroubis Charitable Foundation
Wayne Kozun and Isabella Kozun-White
Kraft Canada Inc.
Roanne and David Kroft

Labatt Breweries of Canada
Michael Landsberg Celebrity Golf Classic
Landscape Ontario Horticultural Trades Association
Leonard Latchman
The Lawson Foundation
Lianne and Bruce Leboff
Donald and Marjorie Lenz
Gordon Lightfoot
Lindt and Hilton Tree of Hope
A tribute to Johnny Lombardi
In Memory of Penelope London
Long & McQuade Musical Instruments
Loretto Inn Dance-a-thon
Lovat Inc.

Luke’s Legacy

M.A.C. Aids Fund
Skye MacDonald
John and Gail MacNaughton
Macquarie Group Foundation
Made In Japan Teriyaki Experience
Allen and Christine Magee
Malfar Mechanical Inc.
Dina Gordon Malkin
Angelo Marinelli Memorial Fund Inc.
Sarabjit and Amrin Marwah
Gordon Mason
MasterCard Canada Inc.
Mayer Tooling Company Inc.
Leo and Helen McArthur
Eugene McBurney
G. Wallace and Margaret McCain
Margaret & Wallace McCain Family Foundation

Michael McCain
The McLean Foundation
McMillan Family Foundation
McMillan LLP
MDS Inc.
Medavie Health Foundation
Medcan Clinic
Medtronic Foundation
Anthony and Valerie Melman and Family
Mercedes-Benz Canada
Merchant Marketing Pro Audio Charity Golf Tournament
In honour of Albert Jean Merheb
Allan and Ruth Metcalfe
Miller Thomson LLP
Mini-Skool
Mitchel Om Meharchand Endowment Fund
Bruce H. Mitchell Foundation
Mito March - Kure for Kirkland
Moebius Syndrome Foundation
Monarch Corporation
Morgan Stanley Canada Ltd.
Alexander and Lorrie Morley
Kevin and Lissa Muir
Mundo Media
Munich Re Canada (Life)
MX for Children - Inside Line Experience
George and Rayla Myhal
MyTributeGift Foundation

N.C. Cameron & Sons Limited
Miles Nadal
Florence Naimer
National Basketball Association
Queenie and Sol Nayman
ND Graphics
Robert and Joanne Nelson, and Johanna Verhoeven
Nestle Canada Inc.
Bill and Deborah Niven
Nobleton Weekend Walkers Golf Classic
Boris and Sophia Novansky
Novopharm Ltd.
David and Allyson Nowak
NTG Clarity Networks Inc.

O & Y Properties Inc.
Thomas J. Obradovich
Oceana Ball
Oldfield Partners LLP
I immigrated to Canada from the Philippines 25 years ago with hope for a better future. I feel so fortunate that I am now able to give back. Whether it is a small gesture, or a large gift, I am happy to play a role in providing a healthier future for children. I do this to honour the Filipino community and inspire others to give too.

–Lilibeth Caberto
Waled Soliman and Deena Thakib
Solutions 2 Go Inc.
Solutions with Impact - Joel and Lisa Hock and Family
Sam Sorbara Charitable Foundation
Soros Fund Charitable Gifts Program
Spectrum Brands Canada Inc.
Spectrum Realty Services Inc.
The Sprott Foundation
SSQ Financial Group
St. Joseph Printing Limited
The Stark Family
The George Henry Stedman Foundation
Stitches Employees
Irvings Storfer
For our children Natalie McDonald, Madeline and Anna Stratton
Strike Out Kids’ Strokes
Stripes Charity Classic
SUDEP Aware
The Budd Sugarman Foundation
John W. Suggitt
Constance L. Sugiyama and K.C. Fish
Summit for SickKids
Superior Machining Limited
SVC O’Donnell Corp.
Sylebration in honour of Sy Benlolo
TAG FUND
Joey and Toby Tanenbaum
Dr. Leah Tattum
Team Brother Bear
Teammates For Kids
Teck Resources
Ted and Loretta Rogers
Jeffrey Tessler
The 850race Team
The Banana Bash
The Brand Factory Advertising & Design
The Brick
The Change Foundation
The Chrysalis Capital Group Inc.
The Source
The Toronto Marathon
William Thomas
TIM-BR Kids Charitable Foundation
Tomkins Gates Corporation
Topper’s Pizza
Toronto and Area Road Builders Association
Toronto Blue Jays Baseball Club
Toronto Cathay Lions Club
Toronto Hong Kong Lions Club
Toronto Police Service-Toronto West Courts Employees
The Toronto Star
Toronto Transit Commission - Employee Funds
Towers Gang Community Partners Family BBQ Picnic
TransCanada
Transcontinental Gourmet Foods Inc.
TravelBrands and Redtag.ca
True North Log Homes Inc.
Ian Turpin and Luci Johnson
UBS Securities Canada Inc.
The Ultimate Jet Set Experience
Union Gas Limited
Valspar Inc.
Dr. Glen Van Arsdell
In honour of Andrew Vandergrift
Variation Music Staying Alive Disco Ball Gala
VIASYS Healthcare
The Herschel Victor Foundation
Virox Technologies Inc.
VWR International
Lee Tak Wai Foundation
Fred and Linda Waks and Family
Jeremy and Susan Walker
Georgia and Jack Walsh
David and Anne Ward
The Weber Foundation
The Weston/Loblaw Group of Companies
Terry and Cathy Whalen
Hilary E. Whyte
Ann Wilson and Robert Prichard
David and Shelagh Wilson
Jane Wilson
Wing Son Garments Ltd.
Winners Merchants International
Wirehaired Dachshund Club
Olivia Wise & The Liv Wise Foundation
Henry Wolfond
Women’s Celebrity Golf Tournament
The W. C. Wood Foundation
Jan and Don Woodley
Donald Woods and Alda Dubray
Ruth and Tom Woods
Dr. James Wright and Veronica Dicerni
Henry Wu and Connie Lee
Wyatts Warriors in loving memory of Wyatt Celsie-Swanton
Wyeth Consumer Healthcare Inc.
Yamana Gold
York London Holdings Ltd.
York Professional Care & Education Walk-a-thon
Yorkdale Shopping Centre
Young Professionals for SickKids
Yusuf’s Day of Hope
Zach D’Souza “Smiles for Miles” 4V4 Soccer Tournament Tecumseh, Ontario
Lauren Zaracoff Memorial Fund
Zurich Canada Holdings Ltd.
Zzen Group of Companies

PARTNERS
$50,000 – $99,999

A
A Night of Enchantment
Aaron's Apple
Accenture
Actelion Pharmaceuticals Canada Inc.
Adult Polyglucosan Body Disease Research Foundation
AGF Management Limited
Agnico-Eagle Mines Limited
Aidan’s Quest Fund
Mohammad Al Zaibak
Alexis Skye Fund
Mario and Anna Alfano
Alignvest Capital Management
James N. Allan Family Foundation
Melanie and Frank Allen
AlliedSignal Aerospace Canada GO Club Employees
Alumnae Association of The School of Nursing, HSC
Amexon Property Management Inc.
Annual Kardinal Official Christmas Event
The Appugliesi Family
Aqueduct Foundation
Ralph Aquino and Family
Arrell Family Foundation
Artex Systems Inc.
Aspen Ridge Homes Ltd.
Ass. de L’Acidose Lactique Saguenay-Lac-Saint-Jean
Atlas Graphic Supply Inc.
AuctionJam
Peggy and Frank Auld
Avail Inc.
AVON Skyline Division
Melissa, Sloan and Barry Avrich

B

David Baazov
The Babcock Family
Dr. Darius J. Bagli
Bailey Metal Products Limited
James C. Baillie
Balding for Dollars
Lloyd and Marie Barbara
Barclays Capital
Robin Barhydt Rocks On Fund
Barrick Heart of Gold Fund
Battle of the Blades
The Baystock Foundation
BBDO Canada
Geoff Beattie
Deborah and David Beatty
Dr. Laurence Becker
Adriano Belli’s Big Kiss Fund
Mark Benadiba
Benchmark Benefit Solutions Inc.
Bennett Jones LLP
Marsha and Jerry Berman and Family
Paige Berry Memorial Fund
Beauharnois St. John’s Golf Tournament
Bike4Gabrielle
Daniel and Nalomi Bielak
Biogen Idec Canada Inc.
Birch Hill Equity Partners Management Inc.
Blair Franklin Asset Management Inc.
Blake, Cassels & Graydon LLP
The Leonard & Felicie Blatt Foundation
Bloomberg
Gary Bluestein Charitable Foundation
BMW Group Canada & BMW GTA Retailers
J. Armand Bombardier Foundation
Bonnie and Friends Teddy Bear Affair
Cole Brager Epilepsy Research Fund
Brandes Bear’s Fun Fair
Brandes Investment Partners L.P.
Bridgestone Firestone Charity Golf Classic
Bristol-Myers Squibb Canada Inc.
Evelyn Jean Brown
The Lisa Brown Charitable Foundation
Don Buchanan
Michael Burgess Songs for Hope
Burgundy Asset Management Ltd.
The Burton Charitable Foundation
Butterflies and Beads - In Memory of Meaghan McCarthy

C

Cambridge Pro Fab Inc.
Vivian and David Campbell Family Foundation
Canaccord Adams
Canada Post Foundation for Mental Illness & Mental Health
CanadaWide for Cancer
Canadian International Air Show
Canadian International Auto Show
Canadian Paper Connection Inc.
Cangene Corporation
Canister Direct
Canon Canada Inc.
Donald and Susan Capotosto
In honour of Robbie Joseph Capotosto
Francesco Carbone Jr. Golf Tournament
Marion Carcone
Daniel Cardoso Fund
Care Fusion 307/Cardinal Health
Ron Carroll
Cavalia Odysseo
CB Richard Ellis Limited
Centennial Material Handling
Chico’s FAS, Inc.
Children’s Wish Foundation of Canada
CHIN UP Foundation
Chip-In for Kids Golf Tournament
In memory of Peggy Phillips
Ryan Chishim Charity Golf Tournament
Alison Choi
Chrysler Canada Limited
CIBC - Employee Funds
CIBC Mellon
Rita Ciccolini and Brian Patterson
Sam, Donna, Michael and Rita P. Ciccolini
Sam Ciccolini - A Life in Service
Cineplex Entertainment
Circle 21
Cisco Systems Canada Co.
Citipark Inc.
Clarington Polar Bear Swim
Michael Pinball Clemons Foundation
Dr. Shane Climie and Dr. Brenda Andrews
The Clorox Company
CN Employees and Pensioners Community Fund
Paul and Linda Cobb
Colossus Minerals Inc.
Matthew & Giancarlo Colucci Fund
Comart Foundation
Conam Charitable Foundation
Consulate General of India
The Joey Conte Foundation
Continental Gold Limited
Cook (Canada) Inc.
Thomas and Sally Cook
Catherine M. Cooper
Cooper’s Iron and Metal Inc.
The Copeland Family
In tribute to Alexander John Corrance
Cotton Ginny Limited
Fundraisers in memory of Bailey Sarah Cowell
Crafting for a Cure
Estelle Craig
George Cranston
CReATe Cord Blood Bank
Crestview Investment Corporation
Critical Care Associates (HSC) - Drs. Barker, Bohn, Cox, Edmonds and Shemie
Teri Currie
CV Technologies Inc.

D

D.R.E.A.M. Fund - Event
Gil and Susie Dagracas Run, Golf and More
Daimler Chrysler Canada
Arthur Dalfen
Holly Dalton Fund for CNS Vasculitis
Ken Danby
Dr. Denis Daneman and Family
Dasa Mechanical Int. Ltd.
DaSilva Racing
Penella Davies
Davis + Henderson
dEBra Canada
Matthew Del Fatti
Delta Hotels and Resorts
Deutsche Bank AG, Canada Branch
Di Carlo Family
Di Manno Bakery
Sara DiBiase Memorial Fund
We created the Patrick Memorial Fund in memory of our son, who left us far too early. The fund was created in recognition of the outstanding care SickKids provided and the compassion we received that went above and beyond expectations. We have seen and experienced the difference SickKids can make, and through our giving we strive to make a better future for all kids that pass through these hospital doors.

–Dave and Deneen Dutchak
Our father, Piergiorgio, was proud to support SickKids and to have his legacy live on by helping sick children and their families. He loved children and we are so proud of our father’s gift to our community.

–The Boaretto Family
Jay Mandarino
Mark Mandelbaum Family Foundation
Luciana Maniak
Sandy and Dean Manjuris
Patrick Manley and Ann Lomax
Maple Lodge Farms Foundation
The Marder Families
Peter Marrone
The Glen Marshall Memorial Golf Tournament
The Ford Martin Trust Fund
Keith and Jennifer Martin
Mason Windows Limited
Massie Research Laboratories Inc.
Masters Insurance Limited
Irving and Esther Matlow
Jamsheed Mavalwala
Maya’s March
In Honour of Noah Everton Mayers, the Rainbow in our Sky
Jens Mayer
McCain Foods Limited
Harrison McCain Foundation
Stanley J. McClean
George McCloy
McCormick Canada
Stephen and Jennifer McDonald
McDonald’s Restaurants of Canada Ltd.
McGregor Industries
The John McKellar Charitable Foundation
McLeish Orlando LLP
Julian James McMahon Tribute Fund
McNally Construction Inc.
Megan McNeil Gene Discovery Program
MDS NORDION
Media Experts
Steve Meehan
Kristi Mehsto
Mentana Group of Companies
Mentor College Fashion Show
Menu Foods Limited
Mercedes-Benz Toronto Area Retail Group
Metrix Ready Mix
MFS Investment Management
Hunter Milborne
Milborne Real Estate
Paul Millar
Milli Ltd.
Kenneth and Patricia Mills
Tom and Sarah Milroy
Owen Mitchell
Modern Niagara Toronto Inc.
Moen Inc.
Moms to be…and More
Moose In The City - Produced by Toronto Special Events
The Morningview Foundation
Theagarajan and Maureen Mosur
Rami Mozes
Mrs. Vanelli’s Fresh Italian Foods
Peter and Melanie Munk
Peter Murdoch and Brenda Royce
Larry Naccarato
Nanlark Holdings Ltd.
National Homes
National Life
National Logistics Employees
National Post Reader Sales & Service Employees
Neinstein & Associates LLP
Nelvana Limited
Nevada Learning Series Inc.
No Frills, a Division of Loblaw Companies Limited
Nobilpharma Co. Ltd.
Northern Objects Web Services Inc
Arjang Nowtash
Trish and Rob O’Connor
OdysseyRe Foundation
Robert and Robin Ogilvie
Ontario Store Fixtures
Order of the Eastern Star Orientex
Orlando Corporation
John and Chris O’Sullivan
Gilles and Julia Ouellette
Overlook International Foundation
Paediatric Critical Care Associates
Martin and Karen Pahnke
Robert and Barbara Palter
Par Busters Golf Tournament
Paterson, MacDougall Barristers & Solicitors
Paulcorp Investments Inc.
Suzanne Pavelick
PCL Constructors Canada Inc.
PCL/Aecon Joint Venture Employees
Peloton 65 for Thomas Meuller
Rose C. Perri
PHACE Foundation of Canada
PHSA Corporation
Pinetree Capital
Plan Group Electrical / Mechanical / Communications Contractor
Nicholas Plouffe
Port Perry Fundraiser
Shawn D. Porter
Potash Corporation Saskatchewan Inc.
PowerOne Capital Markets Limited
The Powis Family Foundation
Priestly Demolition Inc.
Prince Edward District Masons
Proform Industries Ltd.
Nick and Irene Puopolo
Quality Plus Marketing
Queen’s Rowing Erg-A-Thon
Ferris Rafauli
Pasquale Raviele
Raycor Mechanical Services Inc.
Raynor Canada Corp. O/A Richards-Wilcox Canada
RCMP Toronto North Det.,/RCPM Veterans Association Georgian Bay Division
RE/MAX 2000 Realty Inc.
RE/MAX Ability Real Estate Ltd.
RE/MAX Condos Plus Corporation
RE/MAX Crossroads Realty Inc.
RE/MAX Diamond Realty Inc.
RE/MAX Jazz Inc., Brokerage
RE/MAX Niagara Realty Ltd.
RE/MAX North Country Realty Inc.
RE/MAX Performance Realty Inc.
Brokerage
RE/MAX Quality One Limited
RE/MAX Quinte Ltd.
The Ready-to-Wear Bear Auction
Andrew and Mary Redington
Redknee Inc.
Andy Redmond
Reichmann Family
Remember Miranda in support of Rhabdomyosarcoma Research
Research Capital Corporation Employees
Reynolds Family
Robb Richardson
Mark Rider
Riley’s Walk
KRG Children’s Charitable Foundation strives to bring happiness to children and their families, so partnering with SickKids just made sense. By giving to a broad range of initiatives throughout the hospital, from technology to art and from equipment to a groundbreaking research initiative, we feel that we can make a tangible impact in the lives of children, families and staff.

—Susan Zikman Wise, Director of Communications, KRG Children’s Charitable Foundation

Rio Algom Limited
RioCan Management BC Inc.
The Ritz Banquet Hall
River Realty Development (1976) Inc.
Robbie Pryde
The Norman and Marian Robertson Charitable Foundation
Robinwood Management Corporation Limited
Robmar Developments Inc.
Peter, Tina, Marie and Christina Rocca
Roche Macaulay & Partners Advertising Inc.
Rockwell International Canadian Trust
Roman Metal Fabricating Ltd. - Vito and Tina Colucci
Mario Romano
RONA Inc.
Andrea Rosen and Stephen MacDonald
Maury and Florence Rosenblatt
Deanna and Michael Rosenswig
Michael and Rosalene Rosicki
Rothman, Benson & Hedges Inc.
Rothschild Canada
Roy Foss Motors Limited
Royal De Versailles Jewellers Inc.
RoyalGold Inc.
RSM Richter
Ida Rubenstein
Lynn Rudolph and Dave Rose Evan - Andrew Rudolph
Run with Alex for SickKids: a tribute to Alex Zator
Dr. James T. Rutka
RYCOM Inc.

Sarah Smith Fund
SMK Speedy International Inc.
Dr. Jordan and Sandi Soll and Family
Somerville Dance Academy Recital
Tristan Sones
Sony of Canada Ltd.
Southern Cruisers Ride for SickKids
Spencer Stuart & Associates (Canada) Ltd.
Spin for Limbs
Springs Canada Inc. Employees
Sprott Asset Management
St. George’s Society of Toronto
The Stadelhofer Family
Aaron Joseph Stancer Memorial Fund
The Audey Stanleigh Leukemia Research Foundation
Paul Steep and Anne McNeilley
Judy Stein-Korte and Carl Korte
Joseph and Theresa Stephen
Stewart Title Guaranty Co.
Mary and George Stratis
Michael and Gayle Strofolino
Andrew and Jennifer Stuart
Subaru Canada inc.
Lillian Sung
Mike Svetkoff and Sharon Schuringa
Swarovski Canada Limited
Synorg Chemicals Inc.

S

John Tait
Reid James Tanner Memorial Fund
Christine Moss and Philippe Tardif
Tecniplast USA Inc.
Edo Teku
Tenn Menn Group
Alaina and Glen Tennison
In honour of Max, Zachary and Jonathan Terner
Terrafix Geosynthetics Inc.
Chave Langbord and Burnett Thall
The Advertising Club of Toronto
The Beach Group
The Belleville Shrine Club
The Eye Nickel Trust
Shaun and Anja Thimm
Thomas, Large & Singer Inc.
Kieran Thompson Charity Golf Tournament
A tribute to Benjamin Thornewell
Jonathan Toll and Jacqueline Heffeman
Tom’s Place
Kenneth and Catherine Toms
Ewald Torokvei Foundation
Toromont Industries Ltd.
Toronto 5K
Toronto Academy of Dentistry
The Toronto Firefighter Calendar
Toronto Hydro
Toronto Hydro Employees Charity Trust Fund
Toronto Kitchen Equipment Ltd. & Friends
Toronto Police Service-West Collision Reporting Centre
The Toronto Sun
The Toronto Wholesale Produce Association
Toshiba Celebrity Golf Classic
Total Credit Recovery Limited
Towers Perrin
Township of King
Toyota Canada Inc. Industrial Equipment
Tridel Corporation
Joseph and Anne Trigiani
Eric Tripp and Maria Smith
Linda and Clay Ullrich
Under the Dancing Stars
Unilever Canada Limited
Union Hearing Aid Centre
United Transportation Union Local 483
Universal Workers Union Local 183
Urbacon Limited
Erol and Ayca Uzumeri
V
Valeant Canada Limited
Dr. Taufik A Valiante
Peter and Teresa van Schaik
Henry and Ann Louise Vehovec
Rasool and Neema Verjee
Gino Vettoretto, Isabel Alves-Vettoretto and Christian Vettoretto
Mac Voisin and Marcela Bahar
Volvo Cars of Canada Limited
David Vu and Brigitte Obregon
W
The Family and Friends of Alexander Waddington
WagJag
The Walker Lynch Foundation
Madeleine Walker
The Walter Family
Warner Music Canada Ltd.
Amy Watson
The WB Family Foundation
The Jack Weinbaum Family Foundation
Brent and Sharon Weiser and Family
Evan Conor Weiser Fund
Sarah White
Barrie A. & Deedee Wigmore Foundation
Scott Wilkie, Denise Quick and Family
Dianne Wilkins
Jim and Kim Williams
Willy’s Greenhouses Limited
Brent and Beth Wilson
Michael H. and Margaret Wilson
Mike and Terry Wilson (from Bragg Creek)
Judy Winberg and Andy Pollock
The MacKenzie Brinker Winch Research Fund
Robert Witmeyer and Patricia Bama-Witmeyer
Tak Hing Wong
X
Xerox Canada Ltd.
Y
Yamaha Gold
The Yellow Bus Foundation
Brian, Nancy and Carmen Young
Young & Rubicam Advertising
Young President’s Organization
Z
Reinhard and Jeanne Zeller

SPONSORS
$25,000 – $49,999

3M

A
A & A King Family Foundation
A Round For A Reason
Theodore D. and Diana Abdo
Elizabeth Abraham
Active Green and Ross
Silvester Adamcik
Grant Adams, Clara Adams, Judy Hilton and Roger Adams
Howard Adelman
Anastasia “Tessa” Agelopoulos
Ahepa Family Charitable Foundation of Canada
Air Transat
Airex Inc.
Al Palladini’s Pine Tree Ford Lincoln
Tom and Natalie Alcamo
Ammar and Victoria Al-Joundi
Aloette Cosmetics of Canada
The Aloha Foundation
Marc Altshuller
Amali Gala
Keith Ambachtsheer, Virginia Atkin and Peter Ambachtsheer
Ammerella of Canada Ltd.
Carl and Thelma Anderson
Andrew Foundation
William Anglin
Annual Baby & Kids Gear Yard Sale
Annual Golf for Grace
Annual Scrapbooking Ladies
Apotex Foundation of British Columbia
In honour of Samuel Benjamin Archer
M. Denise Arsenault
The Marion Armstrong Charitable Foundation
Shayne and Lisa Armstrong
The Ashby Family
Asia Pacific Lifts (Canada) Ltd.
Associazone Trapanesi Di Toronto (ATEM)
Austin’s Cardiac Kids
Auto Workers Community Credit Union

B
Chris Bacon
Jeff and Deb Bacon
Aubrey and Marsha Baillie
John and Ingrid Bajc
Neil W. Baker and Family
In honour of Nolan Law Banh
Barbados Canada Foundation
Dan and Kathy Barclay
John and Mary Barnett
J. D. Barnett
Barometer Capital Management Inc.
Eli Barr and Sandy Posluns
Stephen and Rebecca Barsky
Bathurst St United Church
Peccey Albert Batt and Vlynne McBride
Battaglia’s Barbeque for SickKids
Bay of Quinte Pledge Centre - Ed and Freda Way
BDO Dunwoody Ward Mallette
Beatrice and Arthur Minden Foundation
Robert Beaumont
In honour of Megan Anne Beck, Love Family and Friends
Bob and Zelia Bek
Bell, Temple Barristers and Solicitors
Geoff and Nancy Belsher
Bryan and Gudrun Bennett
Susa and Justus Benseler
Bereaved Jewish Families of Ontario
Dr. Jeffrey L. Berger
Donald Berman Foundation
In honour of Kirsten Barr Besko
Darren J. Blasutti
In Honour of Haji Haroon Bilwani and Majida Bilwani
Jason L.S. Bimboim
The Bitove Foundation
Bilton Family
Shawn and Karin Blainey
Blazing Trails for SickKids
Blue Sky Clothing
Melanie Blum Memorial Fund
Julia Blyth Fund
Mr and Mrs. Hugh Boal
Bobby C’s Annual Charity Golf Tournament
Anthony G. Borg
The Boston Consulting Group of Canada
Mario Bottero
Matthew James Bottoni Fund
Bounce to Bounce Back
Boutique Condo
Michael Bowick and Joanne Peters
Bracknell Corporation
Steve Bradley
Brager Family
Bramalea Secondary School
Jamie and Leah Bras
The Rudolph P. Bratty Family Foundation
The Bretter/Mintz Foundation
Harold and Kathleen Bridge
Quentin and Dianne Broad
Glen and Heather Broll
Christie Brown & Co.
Jim J. Buckley
Buckley Cartage Limited
Don and JoAnn Bundock
Ken Burgess
Gail Burnett and Daniel Rumack
Winifred W.R. Burry
Business Depot

C
Jim Byrd and Carol Bagozzi
Maximilian Cachia Fund supporting Genetic Research
Caesar/MDF Mechanical Charity Golf Tourn
Camp Oki - Toronto Marathon Fundraiser
Craig and Samantha Campbell
Campbell Soup Company Ltd. Employees Charitable Fund
Linda C. Campbell
Canadian National Autism Foundation
Canal Fest Car Show
Canderel Stoneridge Equity Group
Leonard Caplan
Chris Carbone
Duncan and Jennifer Card
Lucinda Cardinal and Daniel Tamkin
L. Robin Cardozo and Jeff Richardson
Cariati Law Professional Corporation
Mike, Lea, Dan, Matt and Alex Carleton
Patrick and Marley Carroll
Bruce and Betty Cartwright
The Carwell Charitable Foundation
Carwell Construction Limited
The Cauley Family Fundraiser
Cavalia Inc.
CAW Canada
CC Acquisition Corp.
Centro Grill & Wine Bar
Cenveo McLaren Morris and Todd Limited
Chad Dave and David
Dr. Paul and Joyce Chapnick
Dr. Abdel-Rahim Charab
Charles Howitt Public School
Richard and Susanne Charlton
Karyn Chase
Mark Chauvin
Chawkers Foundation
Joan Cheuk
Child Development Institute
Chip In for Cancer
David and Valerie Christie
CitiGroup Business Services-Event
City of Mississauga, Planning and Building Department
Hannah Clark Tribute Fund
Andrew Clarke and Betsy Britnell
CNC Global Employees
Coach Canada Trentway-Wagar Inc.
Jenny Coco and Michael Visocchi
Caroline Rebecca Cohen
Jordan and Lori Cohen
Sarah and David Cohen
Marilyn and Richard Coles
Gloria Coln
Earlaine Collins
Bev and Ann Colliombin
Communications, Energy, and Paperworks Union of Canada
Complex Cares- Kids Helping Kids
The Connors Foundation
Con-Strada Aggregates Inc.
Carrie Cook, Sophie and Sam Johnston
Co-op Cabs
Cooper Standard Automotive
Co-operators Insurance Employees
The Cope Family
Cops Cycle For Kids
Gary Corcoran
Corel Corporation
Cormark Securities Inc.
Cossette Communication Group
Brian and Kathy Costello
Counsel Corporation
Sharon Courrier
Courtney’s Quest
Dr. Peter Cox
Crane Fund for Widows and Children
In honour of Ronald G. Cross, D.D.S., D. Ortho
The Crowdis Family
The Crudo Group; Frank C. Crudo and family
Brian Culbert and Denise Loft
William A. Cunningham
When I began treatment, I knew that I wanted to give back to SickKids, the place that was helping me and so many other kids get better. The Rally for Kids with Cancer was an opportunity for me to do more than give money, it was a chance for everyone who had been supporting me to have fun and get involved while making a difference.

– Eloise McIntosh, Team Weezy
RunaLung was created by our incredibly brave daughter Kayla, inspired by her dream of running. Continuing the event after she passed keeps us connected to Kayla and the SickKids family we formed. This is our way of giving back to the place and the people that made a difference in her life and in the lives of so many children.

–Susan Tremblett, Kayla’s mother, RunaLung organizer

David R. Galloway
Kirby Gavelin and Louise Tymocko
Ronald Gay
Mariann and Steve Geist
Harry and Joyce Gibbard
Ryan Trevor Gibbs
The Gordon & Lorraine Gibson Family Foundation
Glenn Gibson
Girl Guides of Canada
Glengarry Industries Ltd
A tribute to Albert Gnat
In honour of Dr. Morton Goldbach
Michael & Libby Goldgrub Foundation
Ori Goldman
Larry and Anette Goldstein
Golf 4 Hope
Golf for A Cause (in Support of Cardiac Kids)
Goodfellas Invitational Golf Tournament
Beverley, Harvey, Noah and Jared Gordon
A tribute to Sabrina Gotman
Allen & Milli Gould Family Foundation
Grafikom.MIL
Grafton Utility Supply Ltd.
Allister Graham and Susan Freeman
H. Laurie Graham
The Grand Chapter of Royal Arch Masons
Al and Malka Green
Morton Greenburg
Jason Greenlees- The Big Goal Game, Ironman 2011
Edward Greenspan
Greenwin/Shiplake/Dynacare
Bonnie Greer
Greg Needs You Committee
David and Lena Grieve
Anne and Jonathan Griffiths
Robert Grimson
Paul Gross
Jennifer Grossklaus
Larry Grove
Michelina Guaitieri Burd
Carmen and Vicky Guglietti
Gulfstar Contracting Limited
Craig and Nancy Gunter
Ross Gurreri Fund
Alan Gutmann and Lori Unger-Gutmann and Family
H
H&R Developments
Karyn and Brent Hahn
Cory Ryan Wiens Hall
Ross A. Hamlin
Richard Hammond Memorial Golf Tournament
The Hand Family
Scott and Ellen Hand
Paulette Harris and Doug Blair
Graham and Muriel Hart
Ryan Hassan
Michael and Naneve Hawke and Family
Cecil and Susan Hawkins
Haywood Securities Inc.
The William and Nona Heaslip Foundation
Heather & Little Limited
Hellenic Heritage Fund
Audrey S. Hellyer Charitable Foundation
Philip and Kim Henderson
George Herezeg
George T. Hervey
HHT Conference Fundraiser
Highland Foods Inc.
B. A. Himel Family Foundation
Chris and Jennifer Hind
Benjamin Hitner
Timen P. Ho
Hockey 4 SickKids Event
Hockey Valley Resort
Isabel Hoffman
HOK
Nicholas and Catherine Holland
Holly’s Heart Fundraiser in honour of Holly
Grace Cameron
In honour of Luke Holmes
Michael and Carolyn Holmes
Honeywell Limited Employees Charitable Fund
Hope for a Future Walkathon
Ed Hore and Rebecca Thompson
Stephen and Carolyn Houlden
House Lighting Ceremony
House of Horvath Inc.
Paul, Marla and Vaughn Huck
Adrian and Rita Hudson Fund at the Toronto Community Foundation
Bill Hudson, Jr.
Lindsay and Susan Hunt
Nelson Arthur Hyland Foundation
I
In Honour Carol Ann Anglin
Indo-Canada Chamber of Commerce
InStore Products Ltd.
Insurance Brokers Association of Ontario
Integrated Cable Systems Inc.
IntesaBci Canada Annual Golf Tournament
Isberg Charitable Trust
Islamic Foundation of Toronto
Shinya Ito
Rosamond Ivey
IWK Grace Health Centre
J
Jackson White Beach Volleyball Tournament
Jackson’s Hope FORE Hydrocephalus
Sydney Zoey Jacobs and Jordan Taylor Jacobs
In honour of Jillian Jacques
Jaffna Central College Old Boys Association of Canada
Jamieson Kuhlmann
Jan K. Overwheel Limited
Jack and Helen Jarvis
Javelin Technologies Inc. Bowl-a-thon
The Dr. Jay Charitable Foundation
Jazz for Herbie
Diane Jeffreys
Peter Jelley
Richard and Margaret Johnston
Richard W. Johnston
Jones DesLauriers Insurance Management Inc.
Howard and Zoe Jones
Matthew Jones
Louise Joseph
Joyce B. Harnden
Martin Juravsky
Just Speakers Inc.

K
Fred Kane Gormley Cup
Aubrey and Lynn Kauffman
Diane A. Kazarian
Keenan Boston
Margaret Keatings
Henry P. Kendall Foundation
Bryan and Carolyn Kerdman
Paul, Liz, Griffin, Charlie, and Isla Kerr
Dr. Tony Khoury
Kiani Charitable Foundation
Kids Believe in SickKids
Maya Kim
Barbro Kimel
Gwen and Jim Kimett and Family
Kevin Kimsa
Paula Kirsh
Kofi Ankoma-Mensa ‘King Fee Classic’
Kolter Corporation
A tribute to Caden Koo
Kenneth S. Kam Koo
Stephen T.P. Koo
Toba Korenblum Fund
Koskie Minsky Barristers & Solicitors
Richard Kostoff
Patricia Koval
Cameron and Carolyn Koziskie
KPMG-VERSA Systems Inc.
Christina Kramer
Toby and Willy Kruh
Peter Kwan
Alan Kwong

L
L.I.U.N.A. Ontario Provincial District Council
La Vedette & Real Systems Golf Classic
Jacquie Labatt
Gabriel Lam
The Family of Natalie Lam
Daimon Eric Lamch
Edward and Patricia Lamch
Landmark Ontario Ltd.
Landquest Ventures Inc.
Bruce and Kathleen Langstaff
Claudette Langton
The Latner Family
Rosen Lawrence
Ryan, Ilyse, and Isaac Lax
Edda and Ron Laxer
Michael and Jane Lay
Ledcor Construction Limited
Reva James Leed
Allan Leighton
Frank Leo
The Maxwell and Ruth Leroy Foundation
Les Must de Cartier Canada Inc.
Gary E. Lewis
Steve Lewis
Liberty Health
Philip and Sherri Lieberman
Attilio and Nives Lio and Family
Lionel and Winsome deMercado
Dianne Lister and Ron Weinberger
Little York Books and Cafe
LOEB
James Loewen
Ashley Logan tribute Fund
In honour of Treise Autumn Logan
Margaret and Donald Long
Kevin Louie
Richard Lovat
Jessica Lovelock
Lower Lakes Towing Ltd.
The Lowidt Foundation
Joan MacKay
Ian and Nancy MacKellar
Robert and Dorothy Madden
Magna International Inc. Event
Gerry Mahoney
The Manarin Family
Charles Manchee
Mandariner Club/Air Canada International Kitefest
Leslie and Wendy Mandelbaum
Manvers Pineridge Video Oldtimers
Marel Contractors
Mark’s Work Wearhouse
Doug and Susie Marshall
Christopher and Doreen Martin
Mary Josephine Tataryn
Ewan D. Mason
Anne Matlow
MBS
Daniel McCarthy and Colleen Moorehead
Peter and Judy McCawley
Andrew and Johanne McCreathe
Cole Mccubbin
McDonnell Douglas Foundation
The Sanford McFarlane Family Foundation
The Breeze McGill Fund
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald T. McGoey and Family
Doug McGregor
Ken McKay
James Gordon Brodie McKeddie
Damian McKerr Memorial Golf Tournament
Robert McKinney
McNeil Consumer Healthcare
Donna McNicol
Daniel and Cindy McPhee and family
MDC Communications Corporation
The Mendelson Family Foundation
Miguel Mendes
Metering Technologies Conference
Meteorological Toronto Police Association
Sharon and Howard Meyer
MI Development Inc.
Midnorthern Appliances Industries Corporation
Tamas and Irene Mihalik
Milano Foods
Mark and Herlinda Miller
Peter Miller
Pamela Mills
Joseph Mimran and Kimberly Newport-Mimran
Sheila Minsk
Frankie Mirabella Tribute Fund
Rob Mirabelli and Josie Lavorata
Mississauga Dragon Boat Festival
Rick and Barbara Mitchell
Deen Mohideen Fund
Fazal and Carmena Mohideen
Molson Toronto Brewery Employees
Monitor Company Canada
Moore Wallace Incorporated
Cheryl Morantz
James Mountain and Joanne Weaver
In honour of Alice Mucke
Robert Muir and Marta Smith
Thomas W. Murphy
Murray Canada Inc.
N
Nabisco Brands Canada Ltd.
NAFA Golf Tournament
Nancy Ralph & Associates
Nancy’s Very Own Foundation
Sreedhar Natarajan
Elizabeth Nelson
Newman’s Own Foundation
Albert and Susan Ng
Lorraine Ng Charitable Foundation
Gitta Nishuma Foundation
The Nixon Charitable Foundation
Nolan Law Banh Memorial Fund
Norbert Rosen Estate
Nordic Merrell Dow Recherche
Northstar Aerospace Inc.
Julie and Brent Norton
C. J. Nott
Nottawasaga Foundation
Sandra Nymark
O
O&Y Enterprises Real Estate Services
Oak Ridges Food Market
Oakville Taekwondo Academy
Jamie O’Brien
Scott O’Born
In honour of Kaitlyn O’Brien
Harper Lauren O’Brien
Dr. Hugh O’Brodovich and Family
Occupational Therapists for Herbie
Halee Ochshorn Fund in support of Glycogen Storage Disease
E.&G. Odette Foundation
Omnicom Canada Inc.
On The Floor
One of a Kind Show and Sale
Ontario College of Pharmacists Staff
Ontario Cystic Fibrosis Camp
Operation Springboard, Diversion Program
Ryan Ophelders
Anthony and Angie Oram
Elaine Orfus and Stanley Helfpert
Organon Inc.
Dean and Mara Orrico
Jennifer Osborne Memorial Fund
P
Gerald Panneton
Dr. Blake Papsin
Paradigm Capital Inc.
Paramount Canada’s Wonderland
Park Avenue Nite Club
Philip and Katie Patterson
A tribute to Michael Jameson Payne
Pearson Canada
Micheal B. and Martha Pedersen
Pediatric Glaucoma Family Association
Nancy Pencer
PERI Formwork Systems Golf Tournament
Fran and Mel Petersiel
Petro-Canada
Phenix Francis Have a Heart Walkathin
Philip Demolition
Patricia and Douglas Pinkney
Rose Pirri
William Pitt
In honour of Giulia Pittini
Platform Computing Corporation
Playdate 2010
Irving Posluns
Scott B. Prior
Craig Proctor
Prudential Securities Incorporated
Michael and Connie Pun
Peter Puzzo
Rachel’s Rainbow
Ali Rahbar
Taranjit Randhawa
Mercer Rang
Ranjani Orchestra by Moorthy Family & Group
Vikram and Julie Rao
Leon and Sue Raubenheimer
Anthony H. Rauscher
Ray and Mary Buncic
RBI’s for Rachel
RE/Max Blue Springs Realty (Halton) Inc.
RE/Max Chay Realty Inc. Brokerage
RE/Max Country Classics Ltd.
Rebekah’s Swim across Lake Ontario
Records on Wheels Ltd.
Redev Properties Ltd.
David and Tracy Reid
The Residences of College Park II, Limited Partnership
In honour of Catriona Rose Richard
Ralph F. D. Richardson
Richmond Hill Toyota
Karen Rieger
Ring Radiator Products (1989) Limited
Robert Rose Inc.
Rochester Area Foundation
A tribute to Jared Rodness
Lenny and Suzi Rodness
Rolex Canada Ltd.
Roma Cares - Roma Moulding, Inc.
Lee and Nancy Rosenbluth
Mark Rosenhak
Jeffrey and Lori Rosenthal and Family
Ronald and Cynthia Rosenthal
Rotary Club of North York
Avrom and Fonda Roth
Ron and Jacqueline Routh
In honour of Dr. Joanne F. Rovet
Royal Canadian Golf Association
RoyaSet Capital
Greg Rudka and Sharon Westman
Run Across Canada
Dr. Molly Rundle and Stephen Lister

We are thrilled to partner with SickKids, an institution that we believe is at the forefront of innovation by developing new programs and taking risks that have the potential for transformational impact in the long-term. Through our support of the Centre for Brain and Mental Health, we are excited by the possibility that novel technologies and therapies can pioneer a greater understanding of the brain.

–Kyle McDonald and Jeffrey Gallant, Founders, CAPITALIZE FOR KIDS
Millet and Nancy Salter
Sand Hill Group Foundation
A tribute to Dr. Norman Saunders
John E. Schmidt
SciCan Ltd.
Gil and Linda Scott
Second Chance Dinner & Dance
Sega of Canada
Serli & Siroan
The SF Charitable Foundation Employees
SFA Productions Inc
Shafter Family
Sandra Shamas
Alex Shapiro ‘Fighting Eagle’ Memorial Tournament
Share the Power of Purple
The Sharp Foundation
Dr. Sam Shemie
Noel Shen
Peter Sheppard
Sheridan College Students, Staff & Faculty
Sherritt International Corporation
Rena Sheskin and Grant Stirling
The Shlesinger Family
Shokokai Golf Tournament - Toronto
Japanese Association of Commerce & Industry
Shoppers Drug Mart Marathon
Ruth Shriner
Patti Perras Shugart
SickKids Charity Volleyball Tournament
SickKids Summer Toy Drive
Evan and Garnet Siddall
Reid Joseph Sidwell Fund
Nathan & Lily Silver Family Foundation
Dustin Silverberg Fund in support of Neuroblastoma
Peter and Carrie Simon
SimplexGrinnell Fire Protection Employees Charitable Fund
Sandra L. Simpson
SINDICATE - WNJE Charity Golf Tournament
Sarah M. Skelton
SkyDome Corporation
Sluggers Collectables Beanie Bash
A tribute to Franco Smeriglio
Stephen Smith & Dorothy Woltz Foundation
Derek and Sara Smyth
Soap for Hope Car Wash for SickKids
Hary and Rana Soliman
Solmon Rothbart Goodman LLP
Natalie and Sidney Sommer
Songs for Hope
Spadafora Drywall Services
Speare Seeds
Tessa Evangeline Spehar
St. Ignatius of Loyola
Stand Up For Kids
State Farm Insurance Companies
Beatrice and Michael Stephen
Christopher Stephenson Memorial Golf Tournament
David Stier
Straticom Planning Associates Inc.
Stride for Life
Andrew Stronach and Juliana Paris
Studio B Productions
The Sudbury Charity Golf Tournament for SickKids
John and Shannon Sullivan
Kevin and Sandra Sullivan
Summer Water Sports Event
Sunnybrook Stables Ltd.
Sunrise Medical Beach Volleyball Tournament
Supreme Tooling Group
Margaret Sutcliffe
A tribute to Craig G. Suttie
Swampy Memorial Golf Tournament
Swim for the Kids
Swiss Re Life & Health Canada
Tamar Tamber
Tanabe Research Laboratories, USA, Inc.
Larry and Judy Tanenbaum and Family
Dr. Rosemary and Dr. Ian Tannock
William and Janna Tatham
David and Sarah Tawastsjerna
Moray Tawse
Taya Marie Flores Memorial Fund
TECHCOM
Daniel and Maryanne Tecimer
Ferit Tecimer
Teck Cominco Metals Ltd.
Templeton Management Limited
Steve Tennyson and Family
The Bank of Nova Scotia Employees Executive Offices
The Bridle Bash Foundation
The Christopher Robin Home For Children
The Score Golf Classic
The TR Family Trust
Gregory S. Thompson
Thomson Rogers, Barristers and Solicitors
In honour of Dr. Hugh Gordon Thomson
Doris A. Thorburn
Benjamin Thornwell Memorial Fund
Thornhill Woods Haunted House Event
Thunder Ride
Allan E. Tiffin Estate Foundation
Michael Timmers Memorial Fund
Tippet Foundation
TKO Transportation Inc.
Teresa To
Todd Pennie Transport International Inc.
William and Debbie Tomlin
Tomlinson Family
Torbear Contracting Inc.
The Toronto Fitness Challenge
Toronto Maple Leaf Alumni Charity Golf Classic
Toronto Professional Fire Fighters’ Association, Local 3888
Toronto Real Estate Board
The Employees of the Toronto Stock Exchange
David and Heather Toswell
Ali Totonchian
Molly Towell Perinatal Research Foundation
Trader Corporation
Traders Jewellery corp
Trench Limited Employees
Harold Warden Trude
Trudell Medical
Lap-Chee and Ellen Tsui
A tribute to Nicola Tullo
Jonah and Elizabeth Turk Family Fund
John and Carol Turner
Tyco Healthcare Groupe Canada Inc.
Unique Fine Fabrics Import Inc.
United Friends
Uptown Hardware Limited
Urban Outdoor Trans Ad
Chip and Barbara Vallis
Fred Vallozzi
**Estate Giving**

We would like to pay tribute to the following individuals who made a contribution through their estate between April 1, 2014 and March 31, 2015. Their legacy will make a lasting difference to the well-being of children.

- Florence Elsie Akin
- Sylvia Ann Allen
- Alex Armour
- Kozhaya Atallah
- Laura Zita Aziz
- Roman Baldur
- Caroleta Betonio
- J. P. Bickell Foundation
- The Benjamin Herbert Birstein Foundation
- Emily Bisson
- Catherine Janet Blackburn
- Piergiorgio Boaretto
- Alice Marie Bogue
- Dorothy Hannah Botterill
- Leah Burke
- Alice Dolores Cameron
- Emanuel Camilleri
- Gloria Veronica Maria Pasquale Cann
- T.O. Cars
- Eleanor Gladys Chapman
- Lloyd Nelson Chapman
- Katherine Ciaschini
- Richard H. Clark
- John Cleave
- Janet Allison Cleland
- Kenneth G. Cleverdon
- The James W. Cochrane Foundation
- Faye Cohen
- Muriel Beatrice Coker
- Thelma L. Coles
- Andrew Gordon Colvin
- Ruth Cushing
- Carlos Da Costa
About SickKids

Healthier Children. A Better World.™ is a vision everyone at SickKids shares. And it will continue to guide us as we look to the future of SickKids. By working together and with our partners in the community, we can lead transformational change that will improve the lives of children everywhere and create a better world for all of us.